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Opposite: Flowerette Chain. An antique store find, 
this was one of the first pieces that intrigued me 
about Zulu beadwork. Made in traditional colors 
with 8° beads, the necklace is embellished with 
silver-color buttons, and ties provide the closure. 
About 17" (43 cm) long.

Bracelets made with the Flowerette Chain stitch. 
The bracelets close with a button-and-loop closure.

Flowerette Chain by Diane Fitzgerald

The Zulu Flowerette Chain is often the class favorite 
when I teach Zulu techniques. It is worked in rows up and 
down the length of the chain, usually with eight or nine 
rows of size 11° seed beads with size 6° seed beads 
shared by all rows, until the desired fullness is reached. 
The directions are given for a bracelet in two colors, but 
three or more colors may be used and the chain may be 
any length.

Materials for a 7½" (19 cm) bracelet

Size 11° seed beads: 15 g color A, 10 g 
color B

Size 6° seed beads: 18 to 20
One 1/2" (1.3 cm) button with shank
Nymo D thread
Beading needle
Wax



1 Thread a needle with 1½ yd (137 cm) of thread 
and tie a shank button on one end, leaving a 
4" (10 cm) tail that will be woven in later. 
String 1 size 6° seed bead. *Add 5A and 3B 
(for the tip), then pass back through the last 
A. This is a picot. Add 4 more A. Add 1 size 
6° seed bead.*

2 Repeat from * to * until the piece is 9¾" (25 
cm) or equal to your wrist measurement plus 
about 2¼" (5.5 cm) to allow for take-up. If you 
work with very tight tension, the take-up will 
be greater. Add a loop of beads large enough 
to go around your button (Figure 1). Pass 
back through the last size 6° seed bead and 
continue adding the set of beads from * to * 
above, then passing through the next size 6° 
seed bead (Figure 2), until you come to the button end. Pass through 
the last size 6° seed bead, the button shank, and back through the last 
size 6° seed bead.

Figure 1  Figure 2

A modern black-and-white Flowerette Chain necklace made 
by Zulu women for the tourist trade. About 30" (76 cm) long.

{Helpful Hints}
Allowing for Take-up
If you are making a necklace, you also must allow for take-up—the 
piece will become shorter as you add more rows. The amount of 
extra length to allow will vary depending on your beads and your 
tension, but in general, the beginning strand should be about one-
quarter to one-third longer than the desired finished length.

Making a Picot
One of the most common mistakes made 
with this technique is incorrectly passing 
through the bead to make a picot. After 
adding the 3B beads, bring your needle 
back through the last A bead in the 
opposite direction of the first pass. If you 
go through in the same direction, the 
beads will lie differently and your piece 
will not have the correct tension.

Figure 3. Correct. 
Needle goes back 
through in the opposite 
direction and bead hole 
is perpendicular to the 
length of the work.

Figure 4. Incorrect. 
Both threads pass in 
the same direction and 
bead hole is parallel to 
the length of the work.
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A Flowerette Chain necklace made by the 
author with bronze three-cut beads and size 
6 triangle beads accented with a vintage Bali 
silver bead-and- button closure. About 40" 
(101.5 cm) long.

Figure 5 

Figure 6

3 Continue working up and down the chain for 8 or 9  rows, passing through the 
button on one end and through the loop of beads on the other end. If the loop 
becomes filled with thread, you may knot the thread between the beads and 
reverse direction or add a fringe (see Working the Loop End below). Knot the 
thread and weave in the tails.

Working the Loop End
If you find that the beads in the loop are filled with thread, make a half hitch knot 
(Figure 5) between the size 6° seed bead and the loop, then continue back up the 
strand. Another option is to make a strand of fringe at the base of the loop, then 
continue back up the strand (Figure 6).
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